We examine the debate on whether psychology affects asset prices using agent-based modelling.
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to test whether psychology plays a role in the formation of stock prices by exploiting new techniques developed from the agent-based finance literature. More specifically, we ask if different types of irrationality affect market price dynamics in different ways.
To do so we create a virtual stock market where rational and different types of irrational agents (investors) coexist. All investors use a variant of the mean-variance framework where irrational investors price risk based on behavioral biases. The net interaction between all investors influences the stock price dynamics. The motivation for the paper is based on the ongoing debate between Effcient Market Hypothesis (EMH) and behavioral theorists. EMH theorists argue that a market which is competitive and reasonably liquid aggregates the information potentially known by millions of diverse investors. This aggregation process occurs such that prices reflect all available information no matter whether irrational investors exist. Irrational investors do not impact the aggregation process for various reasons but two reasons stand out. First, poor trading strategies leave the irrational investor with no wealth leaving only rational investors. Second, the trading of irrational investors may be self-canceling, which would leave the determination of prices in the hands of the rational investors.
Behavioralists argue that the existence of stock market anomalies, such as excessive volatility and stock market bubbles and crashes, provide evidence against rationality. They argue that irrational investors do matter because these anomalies would never occur otherwise. Several empirical papers have provided evidence that investors do exhibit behavioral biases, (See Barber and Odean (2000) ). However, behavioralists have still not provided sufficient evidence that these behavioral biases found in the literature actually impact asset prices.
We provide insight into this debate by simulating a virtual framework using three distinct regimes. The first regime includes purely rational investors and the second regime includes purely irrational investors. We explore the return properties of both simulated regimes to understand how differently they impact asset prices. Thereafter, we create a third regime where both rational and irrational investors are combined into one market. Irrational investors should become insolvent and become bankrupt if the EMH group is correct. Rational investors would then dominate the market and the return proprieties would reflect regime one's properties overtime. Irrational investors should not become insolvent or their trades self-canceling if the behavioralists are correct.
We create the simulated regimes using the pricing process developed by Friedman & Abraham (2009) and modeling of investors with various biases by Feldman (2011) . The price process begins when each investor makes an allocation decision between a risky asset such as a S&P 500 portfolio and a safe asset such as cash. All investors make this decision by examining the trade-off between risk and return. The primary difference between a rational and irrational investor is how risk is priced. Each period all investors choose an allocation between a stock portfolio and cash. At that point, the computer program averages each investor's allocation choice across all investors weighting by their portfolio size. Therefore, investors with greater wealth have a greater impact on the mean allocation. As the mean allocation changes, the stock price changes. For example, more demand for the stock portfolio across investors increases the mean allocation resulting in the stock price increasing. As the stock price changes, the new information feeds back into every investor's objective function, resulting in a new allocation choice. The mean allocation is updated thereby changing prices again. This feedback process between allocation choice and price continues until the simulation ends. This paper extends Friedman & Abraham as well as Feldman's work by combining rational and different types of irrational investors in one market where investors can become insolvent and get kicked out the market. The primary extension is defining irrational investors into two subgroups, introspective and aggregating. The first type is irrationally introspective in that the source of the irrationality can be tracked back to their own performance. They exhibit well known biases such as overconfidence, loss aversion, and regret. For example, an irrationally introspective investor behavior may be greatly affected if he or she experiences losses. However, they are not affected if they witness others losing money. The second type is irrationally aggregating in that they are affected by the decisions and outcomes of other investors. For example, an irrationally aggregating investor may be affected if they witness other investors losing money even if they are not. That experience will create an incentive to sell their risky asset to prevent them from losing money as well.
A secondary extension includes modeling a new irrational investor, overconfident investors.
Overconfidence is one of the most written about biases in the behavioral finance literature. Hirshleifer & Luo (2001) find that overconfident investors may outperform rational investors. We model an overconfident investor via the investor's alpha where the investor believes they can routinely outperform the broad stock market. Another secondary extension includes the introduction of insolvency. Insolvency leaves the possibility for one group to dominate the market. In past agentbased papers, such as Friedman & Abraham (2009) and Brock & Hommes (1998) , each investor could not go bankrupt so that no one investor could dominate the market. By allowing bankruptcy we can thereby test whether rational investors dominate in the end as EMH would tell us.
Results suggest EMH theory holds depending on the type of irrationality that dominates in the marketplace. The irrationally aggregating investors are not driven out of the market and still impact asset prices in the long-run when combined with rational investors. A market where irrationally aggregating and rational investors invest together possesses negative skewness, positive excess kurtosis, and greater volatility than the rational regime. On the other hand, asset prices are not significantly affected when irrationally introspective investors are combined with rational investors. Over the long-run the return properties exhibit low volatility, a slightly skewed normal distribution, and thin tails, just as in the rational regime case. Even so, irrationally introspective together with rational investors tend to keep the stock price lower than its fundamental value, unlike in the purely rational regime where the stock price trades around fundamental value. The intuition is that the poor performance and noise created the introspective investors drives prices down. This distinction between what we call irrationally aggregating and irrationally introspective investors is important to understanding how irrational behavior drives asset prices. For example, how does the view that housing prices always increase prevail in the marketplace? Based on our result, this outcome occurs when people view the losses and gains of other people and slowly become convinced that housing prices will never fall. They get caught into a way of thinking slowly overtime by viewing other investors in an irrational manner. Introspective irrationality is where investors suffer from regret of their own decisions or they are overconfident about their own abilities. In this sense this type of irrationality does not affect other people and therefore it is not as pervasive.
The results have implications for the asset pricing literature as well as the agent-based finance literature. First, we find that irrational behavior does affect asset prices when investors aggregate irrationally but not when they are introspective. Irrationally introspective investors are more akin to noise traders. Therefore, the implication is that it may be reasonable to ignore the impact of noise traders when modeling financial markets. Second, our result provides evidence to support the modeling of irrationally aggregating investors in other agent-based models as opposed to noise trader investors such as irrationally introspective investors.
Literature Review
Researchers in finance have explored various ways to test the limits of market efficiency. Fama (1965 Fama ( , 1970 finds support to the conclusion that the stock market is efficient in the sense that stock prices adjust very rapidly to new information based on stock split announcements. However, the behavioral finance literature has grown documenting various behavioral biases that investors exhibit.
1 Some of these biases may have implications for the broad stock market. Even so, there exists little research to date that provides evidence that behavioral biases have a systematic impact on stock returns. 2 Therefore, we explore this debate further in a new direction by using an agentbased approach.
Recently agent-based modeling literature has grown. It is not our goal to review the entire literature, however, some important contributions include Chiarella (1992) , Chiarella & He (2003) , Chiarella, He, & Hommes (2006) , Farmer (2002) , Farmer & Patelli, Kirman (1993) , Lux (1995) , Lux & Marchesi (2000) , Westerhoff (2008) , and Hommes, Huang, &Wang (2005) . Overall, these financial models model investors that pursue different strategies. Investors switch among these strategies based on past performance adding a positive feedback to the dynamics and are likely to destabilize the market. Lux (1995) We use a similar idea as Westernhoff, using an already established agent-based models to better understand financial market dynamics and alternative policies to stabilize markets. Our question relates to better understanding how irrational strategies impact financial market dynamics.
We specifically use the pricing process from We use an agent-based framework in order to integrate the various types of biases investors into one market to analyze the price dynamics. Prior to agent-based models there have been authors such as De Long et al. (1990 , 1991 , that have argued to why imperfectly rational traders may survive in the long run. De Long et al. (1991) examine traders who are overconfident and therefore hold more of the risky asset thereby earning a higher return. As a result noise traders can earn higher expected profits than rational traders. Hirshleifer & Luo (2001) model overconfidence as overestimation of the precision of private information signals and they model prices endogenously.
They find that overconfident traders do better than purely rational traders at exploiting misvaluation caused by liquidity or noise trading. We use these results on overconfident investors to create a biased overconfident investor in our simulation.
We use a lot of the same agent-based tools such as modeling price impact and feedback effects. However, the model differs in that there exists no switching in order to evaluate whether irrational investors can survive in a marketplace along rational investors.
Model Framework
We use the pricing framework from Friedman & Abraham to create a marketplace that includes both rational and irrational investors. Each type of investor buys and sells a single safe asset with constant return R0 and a single risky asset with variable return R1. The safe asset can be considered cash and the risky asset as the S&P 500. Each investor chooses a single ordered variable u ∈ [0; ∞) that represents the allocation to the risky asset. For example, if u=0.75, the investor has 75% of their funds invested in the risky asset and 25% invested in cash. If u = 1 the investor is fully invested in the stock portfolio and if u > 1 the investor is borrowing cash to invest in the stock portfolio. The investor's net portfolio value is denoted by the variable z i . The net portfolio value, z i , grows or declines based on the manager's net return. The price of the risky asset results in the following process,
where V is fundamental value, ̅ is the z-weighted mean allocation across all investors, and is a parameter that captures the sensitivity of price to buying pressure. Therefore, investors who earn a greater portfolio value, z i , have a greater influence on the price. The fundamental value V is the present value of the per share earnings. It is calculated as (0) = ∫ 1
where earnings growth is g s and future earnings are discounted at some rate R s > g s .
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Asset supply comes from fundamental-oriented market participants such as issuers of stocks and bonds, and perhaps other individual investors. Investors exert buying pressure whose intensity is parameterized by .Even though supply does not change, one can simulate different environments where a low is consistent with a large supply and thus weaker buying pressure or a high is consistent with small supply.
The return on the risky asset, R 1,t , is determined from breaking down the price function into the dividend yield and the capital gains rate. Hence the realized yield on the risky asset is
where the first term is the dividend yield, the second term captures capital gains due to economic growth, and the third term reflects capital gains due to financial market activity. Note that R 1 is equal to the discount rate R s as in the CAPM when ̅ = 1 and ̅̇ = 0.
The discount rate is R s = R o + d R where the term d R ≥ 0 represents all other factors. These factors include g, since economic growth is known and economy-wide.
The base payoff function is,
The base payoff function is based on the traditional mean variance frame work where each investor chooses an allocation to the risky asset, u i , based on the trade off between the excess return, R 1,t -R 0 , and risk, 2 . However, there are three important differences. First, every investor differs by receiving an idiosyncratic shock, α i . The α i is a luck component. Some investors outperform the market one week via a positive shock and others underperform the market via a negative shock. For non-overconfident investors it is calculated using the most recent known value, α i (t -1) and a random variable,
for some given volatility parameter > 0, decay parameter > 0, and an independent realization v from the unit normal distribution. (Feller, 1971, p 336) .
The idiosyncratic shock follows a mean reverting Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. If α i is positive (negative) for investor i, she outperforms (under performs) the market, R 1 . The intuition is that every investor holds a diversified portfolio that mimics the S&P 500 but may differ in the collection of stocks one investor holds. At any point in time one investor may hold a stock that returns a high positive (negative) return that creates a positive (negative) alpha compared to the benchmark S&P 500. This under and out performance is quantified by their α which nets out to zero in the long-run. Second, the return, R 1 is endogenously determined by the market participants as expressed in equation 2. Third, A is a constant risk aversion parameter as in the mean variance framework when investors are rational. However, A is endogenously determined by behavioral biases when investors act irrationally. We create irrational investors by turning A on. The manner in how A is modeled is dependent on the kind of behavioral bias the investor exhibits.
Investors adjust their allocation overtime by moving toward the optimal allocation to minimize trading frictions. Large investors and portfolio managers typically sell off or buy in increments over time. 
Rational Investors
We use the term rational in the sense of finance and not economics. The rational investor sticks to the traditional approach of the mean variance framework,
where R 0 and A are constant parameters and α i,t is an idiosyncratic shock. The rational investor uses a static long-term variance based on the historical variance of the S&P 500, 4%. They re-balance every week as prices change to maintain their desired exposure given the long-run variance. The rational investors move toward their optimal amount of risky asset allocation as in equation five.
Irrationally Aggregating Investors
We model two sets of irrational investors. The first set of irrational investors are investors who aggregate irrationally. 
The payoff function is similar to the rational investor except that A has become A t . The risk in this model, 2 , is defined as the perceived loss index, A t , times the historical variance, 2 . The perceived loss index can be thought of as a risk aversion parameter, however, it is endogenously determined and time varying. It is determined by using a loss function and exponential averaging.
The loss function is defined as negative gross return, L i,t = max {0, R Gi,t }, where R Gi,t = ( 1, − 0 + , ) , + 0 is the gross return that investor i currently earns on her portfolio at time t.
We then an exponential average of each investor's loss function. Investors seem to judge investments by the overall historical track record, with greater emphasis on more recent results. The natural formalization is an exponential average. The exponential average is updated from the previous exponential average loss ̂( − 1) as follows:
The perceived loss index, A t , is proportional to market-wide losses,
the parameter > 0 reflects investors' sensitivity to perceived loss, and ̂( )is the perceived loss ̂( ) averaged across investors i weighted by portfolio size z i at time t. 5 Aggregating irrational investors aggregate the losses of all investors weighting the most current losses more than past losses. In this respect large losses from one or two investors can increase perceived risk among all other investors.
Introspective Irrational Investors
The second set of irrational investors are emotional about their own performance in three different ways: they are overconfident, loss averse, and disposition effected. Modeling several different types of biases allows for the possibility of self canceling trades as explained in the introduction.
Overconfident Investors
We formalize overconfident investors via α i,t . We assume that overconfident investors overestimate their ability to outperform the overall market. More specifically, overconfident investors tend to remember positive performance shocks more than the negative performance shocks where as all other investors treat the positive performance and negative performance shocks equally. We formalize this by using a smaller (greater memory) parameter for positive shocks and a larger for negative shocks, (less memory). We define ̂, as the alpha for an overconfident investor. Overconfident investors continuously believe they are outperforming the market and therefore add more leverage to their portfolio. During down markets they may get margin calls because of the overuse of leverage. Their payoff function then becomes 
Loss Averse Investors
Loss averse investors are very skittish when it comes to losing money. If they experience heavy personal losses their perception of risk increases dramatically. The loss averse investors price risk using a moving average of past losses called loss aversion risk. The moving average of losses or loss aversion risk, ̂, is determined in two steps. First, it is determined by picking up the investor's current losses, L i,t = max {0, R Gi,t }, where R Gi,t is the gross return at time t. Next, the losses over time are averaged using a moving average where n equals the number of periods used to calculate the moving average. In the base case n is equal to two years. We use two years because research suggests investors weight the most recent year and then the decay ends after another year.
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This step is distinct from an exponential averaging in that current and past losses are weighted equally. When calculating successive values, a new value comes into the sum and an old value drops out,
The payoff function for the loss averse investor becomes
and the payoff gradient becomes,
Disposition effected investors
The disposition effected investors tend to buy or hold when incurring losses and sell when the market increases. They hold on to losses for too long because they feel regret of choosing a losing stock and want to recover their losses. On the flip side they tend to sell too early. To formalize this process we calculate disposition risk. To calculate disposition risk we first pick up the gains, D i,t = max {0, R Gi,t }. Second a moving average is calculated where the last value moves out and the most current value moves into the calculation of the moving average,
When disposition effected investors experience gains, D i,t is high, and therefore they tend to sell too fast. If they experience losses, disposition risk is low and they tend to hold or buy more shares because of regret. The formalization of this process means that these investors cost average 
Solvency
The portfolio wealth of the typical investor is z i,t . The portfolio size increases or decreases based on the gross return of the investor. The portfolio size can become negative when investors borrow at the risk free rate to invest in the risky asset and the asset price plunges. If the gross return decreases such that the portfolio wealth becomes negative the simulation program kicks that investor out of the market and the total investor population declines by one.
Simulations
We run the simulation using an agent-based program called NetLogo. The interface can be seen in Figure 1 We run various regimes where the total population in each regime remains at thirty, however, the composition of the population per regime changes. Friedman & Abraham find thirty investors is the suitable number of investors to achieve realistic stock price dynamics. The parameters are configured based on long-run averages of the S&P 500. For example, the long-run standard deviation of the S&P 500 is 20% based on total returns of the S&P 500 for the period from 1926 through 2014. This number is used in the calculation of α i . 7 The long-term real US GDP growth rate is approximately 2%. We also define a recession or financial crisis as a 30% fall from the peak in the last six months.
Lastly, we use a baseline parameter configuration used in Friedman & Abraham. The baseline configuration is presented in Table 1 in the Appendix. However, we create eight different parameter configurations for robustness testing. The eight different configurations are created by changing one of the parameters to an admissibly high level and then to an admissibly low level while keeping all other parameters constant. For example, one configuration is where we change from the baseline of two to four. The other configuration is where we change from two to one. Table 2 summarizes the number and different types of simulations. For each regime we run ten simulations using a baseline configuration. Each simulation last 5,200 weeks or one hundred years. However, we delete the first 4,160 weeks in order to test the long-run implications of irrational behavior. Therefore, there exists 1,040*10, or 10,400 observations per regime. We calculate the relevant statistics for each simulation within each regime first before aggregating by regime as opposed to pooling the simulation data and then running statistics.
Results
Table 3 displays the return properties between the purely rational and purely irrational regimes. Results suggest, as expected, the rational regime exhibits low volatility, standard deviation equals six percent, and returns are characterized by no fat tails. However, the returns do exhibit slight negative skewness. Both the irrational regimes exhibit high volatility, over 25% standard deviation, large negative skewness, and fat tails. The following sections draw a pairwise comparison of the results across the various regimes.
Rational and Irrationally Aggregating
We first a look at the null hypothesis that the return properties from the combination of the irrationally aggregating and rational investors simulations, Combined 3A, converge to that of the rational regime in the long-run. Using the Mann-Whitney test, in Table 4 , we can reject the null hypothesis that the mean return is the same across the two regimes at the one percent significance level. In addition, the Combined 3A regime's mean price is $23.33 which is below the mean price of the rational regime of $28.32. Moreover, the maximum and minimum Combined 3A regime return is similar to that of a large financial crisis experienced in developed markets. The minimum and maximum annual return for the Combined 3A regime are -65% and 50%, respectively, where as the range for the rational regime is between -34% and 15%. Results from Table 5 indicate other distributional features are different as well. The rational regime return distribution is slightly skewed with no fat tails, whereas regime 3A's return distribution is not normal, being characterized by negative skewness and positive excess kurtosis.
Results from Table 6 displays the results of a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The test indicates there exists a significant difference (p-value = 0.0001) in return distributions between the rational regime and Combined 3A.
Lastly, the crash dynamics shown in Table 7 also confirm a significant difference between the two regimes. The average number of 30% crises in a twenty year period for the Combined 3A regime is 1.08 which equates to one crisis every eighteen years. The maximum number of crises recorded in one simulation is four. This is compared to the rational regime which averages 0.20 crises per twenty years or one crisis every century. Formally, a t-test rejects the null hypothesis that the average number of crises is the same between the two regimes at the 1 percent significance level.
Rational and Irrationally Introspective
We now turn to the irrationally introspective investors. We find there is no significant difference between the rational and combined rational and irrationally introspective regime Combined 3B. The mean, maximum, and minimum return found in Table 4 are very close between the Combined 3B and rational regime. The only difference between the two regimes is that the Combined 3B regime's mean price is significantly lower than the rational regime's mean price even though the return properties are similar. The irrational investors have the effect of lowering the price below the fundamental value. Barber and Odean (2006) find that individual investors consistently under perform market benchmarks. Our results suggest the macro impact of individual investors could be that they lower the market price below its fundamental value.
Results from Table 5 indicate that both the rational and Combined 3B regime's return properties follow a close approximation to a normal distribution. Formal Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests in Table 6 , however, reveal that both regimes exhibit non-normal distributions because of the negative skewness. Results suggest that these differences are relatively small in economic terms, though formal tests reveal that the return distributions are statistically different between the two regimes.
Moreover, the crisis statistics in Table 7 suggest there is no significant difference between the two regimes. On average there occurs around one crisis per century in the Combined 3B and rational regime.
Differences Among Irrational Investors
We also ask whether different types of irrational investors have different effects on asset prices. Results from Table 8 Combined 3A, and Combined 3B. It can be seen that the rational regime and Combined 3B are comparable, annual returns approximate a normal distribution. However, Combined 3A's return distribution is significantly skewed exhibiting large fat tails. Table 9 displays return statistics for the three types of investors rational, irrationally aggregating, and irrationally introspective. 8 The performance results highlight some of the conclusions we have written about so far. Results indicate the aggregating investor outperforms all other investors on a absolute basis. However, the rational investor outperforms all other investors on a risk adjusted basis.
Performance

Robustness Testing
We explore the long-term properties in the previous section by deleting the first 80% of observations per simulation. The 80% number is an arbitrary deletion point. Therefore, we explore annual return properties by deleting 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, and 80% of the first observations per simulation. Table 10 indicates that the return properties are relatively stable across the various arbitrary deletion points. We find that the irrationally introspective investors do not have a strong impact on the macro price throughout the simulation.
However, we know from regime 2B that without rational investors the irrationally introspective investors create excessive volatility, negative skewness, and fat tails. Therefore, as EMH theorists argue, irrationally introspective investors do not impact stock returns when combined with rational investors. The volatility in the Combined 3A regime is significantly higher than the other two regimes under all parameter configurations except for when tau is equal to three. The volatility in the Combined 3B regime is closer to the rational regime but modestly higher suggesting the introspective irrational investors play a role at times in asset price formation when investors are sensitive.
Conclusion
At one extreme, even if some investors are irrational, aggregate market forces can result in substantial market rationality when irrational investors do not aggregate but act as noise traders. At the other extreme, irrational investors may get richer, not poorer during stock market bubbles when they aggregate information about others irrationally. We find that the type of irrationality is an important factor in understanding how psychology impacts asset prices in the long-run. If the type of irrationality is introspective we find evidence to prove the EMH argument correct. Irrational traders tend to go bankrupt and trades cancel each other out, so that they only have a minor impact on market outcomes as EMH suggests. However, we find that when investors aggregate information in an irrational manner they can have a strong impact on the broad market.
Our results suggest the following for future modeling of financial markets. First, noise traders or what we call irrationally introspective investors have little impact on asset prices in the medium and long-run. Therefore, they could be safely ignored for future work to understand longrun price dynamics. Secondly, EMH theory may for long periods of time, however, there can occur periods where investors aggregate information irrationally. This process of aggregating information irrationally is a slow drawn out process leading to periods where EMH theory does not hold. Based on these results we argue that behavioral finance and EMH are compatible and not competitive or one is right and the other is wrong. In the simulations the irrationally aggregating investor can appear to look rational. We know which investor is which, however, if one did not know it would be hard to distinguish between the two. However, at other times it can be easy to distinguish. We believe the appropriate modeling is to model market efficiency where biases can interfere in the marketplace from time to time. In other words where biases are turned off and then turned on again.
And those biases must be of the irrationally aggregating type. Note. Returns are annualized. Nobs per simulation = 1,040. Nobs per regime = 10*1,040=10,400. Combined 3A is the regime where irrationally aggregating and rational investors market up the market. Combined 3B is the regime where irrationally introspective and rational investors market up the market. Note. Returns are annualized. Combined 3A is the regime where irrationally aggregating and rational investors market up the market. Combined 3B is the regime where irrationally introspective and rational investors market up the market. Nobs per simulation = 1,040. Nobs per regime = 10*1,040=10,400. Mann Whitney test is used to test difference in means between the two regimes. Z=65.35 for difference in mean price and Z=-17.65 for difference in mean return between Rational and Combined 3A regime. Z=109 for difference in mean price and Z=-0.298 for difference in mean return between Rational and Combined 3B regime. Null hypothesis is that combined 3A and combined 3B regime is not statistically different from the Rational regime. * significant at 5%; * * significant at 1%. Note. Nobs per simulation = 1,040. Nobs per regime = 10*1,040=10,400. Combined 3A is the regime where irrationally aggregating and rational investors make up the market. Combined 3B is the regime where irrationally introspective and rational investors market up the market. Note. A crisis is defined as a a 30% drop from the most recent high in the last six months. Crisis time is measured in weeks. Combined 3A is the regime where irrationally aggregating and rational investors market up the market. Combined 3B is the regime where irrationally introspective and rational investors market up the market. Nobs per simulation = 1,040. Nobs per regime = 10*1,040=10,400. T test is used to test statistical differences. Null hypothesis is that combined 3A regime and combined 3B regime is not statistically different from regime 1. * significant at 5%; * * significant at 1%. Note. The return is an annual return. Nobs per simulation = 1,040. Nobs per regime = 10*1,040=10,400. T stats are used to test statistical differences. Null hypothesis is that regime 2 and 3 are not statistically different from regime 1. * significant at 5%; * * significant at 1%.
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Figure 2: Differences in Distribution Note-Return statistics per group. All statistics are annualized over a one hundred year simulation period. The mean, standard deviation, and Sharpe are computed by averaging over the simulation runs per regime and then across the regimes. We assume the risk free rate is 3% in computing the Sharpe ratio. Note-Tau signifies how long the stochastic shock lasts for in the alpha calculation. Larger tau means less persistence. Eta signifies memory of losses. Larger eta means less memory. Beta signifies sensitivity to losses. The larger the beta the larger the sensitivity. Delta signifies the sensitivity to changes in investor demand on the stock price.
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